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Occasionally, our lab has openings for highly motivated students and postdoctoral research fellows. We are seeking candidates who are interested in theoretical work in neuroscience and biophysics. A strong education in mathematical sciences (physics, mathematics, or computer science) is necessary.

**Postdoctoral fellows**

Applicants must have an excellent research record in theoretical neuroscience, theoretical physics, mathematics, or a related field, and a keen interest in computational neuroscience. To apply, please send a CV and list of publications, a brief statement of research interests, and the names of three references to yoram.burak at elsc.huji.ac.il.

**M.Sc. and Ph.D. Students**

Students at the Hebrew University enrolled in the physics programs (M.Sc. or Ph.D.) or in the ELSC graduate program in computational neuroscience: please email yoram.burak at elsc.huji.ac.il.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Learn more about our exciting upcoming events!

read more

Studying at ELSC

Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

read more

The Building

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the
Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC's latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.
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